
Live a complete experience

with our All Inclusive Package

PALACIO DE ISORA

We offer you a unique culinary experience, with an acclaimed and extensive gastronomic offer designed under the seal of award-

winning chefs.

Breakfasts, lunches and dinners at the Food Market Pangea restaurant, an exquisite variety of international dishes, which

vary every day, will make you travel through all continents. 

Lunch and dinner à la carte at Oasis, a culinary paradise located at the foot of one of the magnificent swimming pools and with

one of the best views of the resort. Oasis is a restaurant specializing in Mediterranean cuisine, where rice dishes are a highlight.

Lunch at Agave, a restaurant with a Mexican touch at the Infinity Pool, where our authentic tacos, hamburgers, Josper oven-

roasted meats and fresh salads stand out. Dinners at Agave, in a more exclusive atmosphere with a Fine Dining offer based on

avant-garde Mexican cuisine.

Dinners à la carte at L'Olio, a traditional Italian cuisine with contemporary techniques with a pleasant showcooking of pizzas 

prepared on the spot in our special oven.

Dinners à la carte at Nami, a restaurant with different Asian influences: Japanese, Chinese, Thai and Indian, where you will find

fine preparations with the maximum freshness of all its ingredients.

 For stays of less than 7 nights, the Food Market Pangea restaurant is included every day and you can choose two dinners in 

our à la carte restaurants Oasis, L'Olio, Nami or Agave with previous reservation.

 For stays of 7 nights and longer, the Food Market Pangea restaurant is included every day and you can choose three dinners

at our à la carte restaurants Oasis, L'Olio, Nami or Agave upon reservation.

With your all-inclusive package, you will benefit from a 30% discount at our three Fine Dining restaurants, an alternative designed

for the most demanding palates:

Duo Steakhouse, a sophisticated offer where the extensive and traditional range of cuts of excellent Basque and American meats

are fused.

Our adults-only restaurants, located at Red Level at Gran Meliá Palacio de Isora, La Terrasse by Jorge Peñate where you will

immerse yourself in the delights of the Atlantic Ocean & Le Bistrot Provençal an exclusive and exceptional sensory journey

through French cuisine.

To complete the experience, we offer a selection of snacks in the morning and afternoon. In addition in our Candy Bar, you

can enjoy ice cream and topping to your liking.

Enjoy our selection of national and international drinks, juices, soft drinks, beers, a variety of coffees and teas and cocktails

prepared by our specialists in our different bars. 



SERVICES AND EXPERIENCES

Sun loungers and umbrellas service in the extraordinary Infinity pool, the largest in Europe with salt water inside a 

hotel, in addition to our three heated outdoor pools: Family Pool, Pirate Pool, Adults Only Pool. 

The best entertainment on the island, with nightly shows in our Atlantic Plaza, live music, musical groups and 

unforgettable panoramic shows.

Sports facilities with modern equipment, an extensive program of wellness and children's activities. 

In your room you will have a Minibar available with a daily replenishment.

Access per person and stay to a water circuit in our relaxing Spa by Clarins.

RED LEVEL & RED LEVEL FOR FAMILIES

(in addition)

Breakfast in exclusive areas for Red Level and Red Level for Families guests.

A la carte lunches at Le Bistrot Provençal (adults only), Oasis and Agave.

Dining, in addition to the Pangea Food Market, during your stay you will have the possibility to dine at any of our à la 

carte and Fine Dining restaurants, for a complete gastronomic experience. Chef's specialties and dishes included

in your package. 

To complete the experience, we offer a selection of snacks in our exclusive areas in the mornings and 

afternoons. Red Level guests will have all restaurants included, as well as a wide selection of the best beverages in the

resort's bars.

Live a complete experience

with our All Inclusive Package

* Restaurants and bars open seasonally. Reservations required for all restaurants.

** All-inclusive service is subject to change according to season. Not included are products and services such as Areia Beach Bar, stores, 
excursions, hairdresser, massages, laundry, parking and all products or services not mentioned as included.

*** The All Inclusive beverage menu can only be consumed in bars, in restaurants you will have a selection of house beverages. All Inclusive 
service ends at 23:00 h.


